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About This Game

Engage in a tropical power trip! Become the dictator of a remote island during the Cold War. Charm, persuade, intimidate,
oppress, or cheat your people to stay in power! Are you a kind and generous leader? A corrupt and ruthless tyrant ruling with an

iron fist? Turn your island into a tourist paradise or an industrial power. Make promises to the electorate or slander political
adversaries to get the crucial votes for the upcoming elections. Send your avatar to congratulate the people, visit the island of

another player, or just sun-bathe on the Caribbean beach.

Play the Cold War superpowers against each other to your maximum advantage. Tropico 3 offers a tongue-in-cheek, light-
hearted take on real world issues like third world politics, corruption and totalitarian regimes.

A campaign consisting of 15 missions

Random map generator

Timeline editor

The Avatar — customizable and under the player's control

Election speeches
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Simulation of the life, family, and political views of each Tropican

Vehicles and Roads

New buildings and new units
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Short version: Simcity on steroids
Long version: You are doing a million things at the same time. Building houses and power. DESTROYING ALL THOSE
$@#%ING SHANTIES. Defending the island. Balancing local politics. Shooting rebels. Ooh, oil. Drill the oil. Build houses
again. Destroy shanties. keep the Americans and Russians happy. Test dem nukes. Now the Environmentalists hate you.
Assassinate some enemies. Win the election. Repeat.
But it's still fun.
I love getting a massive army, winning the election, and pacifiying the island.
Wait, why are you reading this? hurry up and buy the game!
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